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Nancy McNally 

10527 Hills Lane Dr. 

Goodrich, Michigan 48438 

Email: nancymcnallyquilts@gmail.com 

www.nancymcnallyquilts.com 

phone: 248-275-9465 

Workshops ($400) and Trunk show ($300) 

All day workshops (6 hours) $400 + expenses. Maximum number of students 25, if 

more than 25 signup it is an additional $25 per student. 

More than 1 workshop can be taught, discounts are given if more than 1 

workshop is requested. 

Expenses can be 1 or all listed: airfare, hotel, rental car and/or mileage. The guild 

is responsible for these costs. All reservations, whether it be airfare, hotel, rental 

car, will be reimbursed immediately when booked by me.  

FYI: I prefer to drive. 

 The Guild is responsible for mileage from my home: 10527 Hills Lane Dr, 

Goodrich, MI to hotel/guild meeting/workshop. If the guild prefers to make the 

reservations, please keep in mind that I will need to arrive the day before not the 

day of. If the guild is within 60 miles of Goodrich, MI no lodging will be required, 

just reimbursement of mileage. In case of inclement weather, then the guild 

would have to provide lodging for the extra day that was not scheduled. 

A list of supplies needed will be sent via email to shop owner or guild program 

director for students. For my trunk show I will need at least 3 tables for the quilts 

and 2-4 quilters to handle the quilts. Also 1 table for sale patterns. 

mailto:nancymcnallyquilts@gmail.com
http://www.nancymcnallyquilts.com/
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My Trunk show is titled: What was I thinking?! My trunk show presentation is fun! 

I talk with my audience and get them involved! I tell as many funny stories as I can 

that relate to the quilts to keep the audience (the quilters) involved. 

 

Please Sign below: 

______________________________________________________________ 

Shop/Guild name with address 

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Time and Date(s) 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

Trunk show: Yes __ No __ Fee $300 

Workshop  

Fee $400 

List workshop(s) you would like: 

1)________________________________________________________________ 

2)________________________________________________________________ 
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Workshops: 

1. Happy New Year quilt: precuts can be used. The quilt begins by making the center star and 

works out to the final border. The skill for this quilt is having that pieced border fit! We all know 

that most of us don't like working on pieced borders. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

88 x 88 

2. Woven Stars, is not a traditionally pieced quilt and there are left over pieces of fabric 
from the technique. What to do with the leftover pieces? Add them to your scraps and 
save them for a scrappy quilt, give them away to a fellow quilter who LOVES making 
scrappy quilts or give them to someone who makes dog beds. They can use the scraps 
for the stuffing of the beds. 
Attaching images of both quilts 
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3. Compass Star: Compass appears to need Y seams. It does NOT! How cool is that! I have a 

technique that eliminates the Y seam. All Easy piecing too. For the Star points (look like 

diamonds or kites) I use 2.5" strips. This pattern is not on my website at this time (Jan/2022) 

During class time, I like to gather everyone together and talk about the different ways to play 

with the block’s components. Templates will be included with the pattern. My templates do NOT 

slip. Also, there are two layouts, one with cornerstones forming a secondary design and one 

without, everyone can choose what they would prefer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Rock Around the Block is a modern version of Jack's Chain. Again, the Y seams have been 

eliminated. I have a template that comes with the pattern for workshop's students. The template 

will NOT slide and makes life so easy when making this quilt. After most everyone attending the 

workshop gets at least one block done, we gather, collect the finished blocks and begin playing 

with them on the floor or on a table surface. 
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5. Peaks and Valleys: Learn to make 3 different types of Log Cabin quilt blocks. Skill: no more 

wobbly blocks! Peaks and Valleys is a published pattern you can find in Quilter's World 

magazine Spring 2022.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Snowflake Feathered Star: I redesigned the traditional Feathered Star block. Took out all the difficult 

parts like Y seams and partial seams…and designed it so that a quilter who has only made a few quilts 

can conquer this classic block. Snowflake Feathered Star is the center of my Sampler BOM quilt 

“Snowflake Feathered Star Sampler Quilt” that is a king size quilt. Snowflake Feathered Star is a stand-

alone pattern. Snowflake Feathered Star is surrounded by a Double Flying Geese border, that I also 

made the construction very easy. 

Quilt size: 66” x 72” 

Kits are available for a limited time and 

Are not required for the class. 

Kit fee with pattern $125 
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6. Twirly Thingamajig: (gotta love that name!) is a fun play on the pinwheel. This pattern reminds me of 

when I was child playing with the pinwheels/whirligigs on a stick. As they would spin around you could 

see all the beautiful colors shinning in the sun and spinning round and round while I was holding on to 

the stick running through the yard. Twirly Thingamajig is raw edge machine applique. This is a perfect 

project for a anyone wanting to learn applique. In class we will make 3 different Twirly blocks, learn how 

to use different stitches to secure the applique shapes, mark the block for quilting lines, use our walking 

foot for machine quilting, free motion quilting, and ruler work. 

Machine Feet required: open toe, walking foot, ruler foot and free motion foot. 

 


